10th Annual
Tiburon International Film Festival
Welcome
Tiburon International Film Festival is proudly celebrating its 10th anniversary in April this year.
The goal of the festival and its motto “Understanding the World through Film” is to bring the global
society to its community, with a selection of film and a wide range of subjects from around the world to
educate, inform and entertain the audiences about other cultures, arts, human issues and current affairs.
In the past ten years, the festival has been able to create opportunities for many filmmakers
from around the globe to have a platform to share and communicate their talents and visions with
others to create a better and peaceful world.
With that in mind, we invite you to join us to go around the world in seven days!
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The Tiburon International Film Festival (TIFF) is an annual event, which
seeks to provide a greater understanding of the world and its many cultures through the artistic medium of film, and through the top quality films
from around the world. TIFF wishes to enhance tolerance between people
of all backgrounds. Its goal is one of the cultural enrichment and heightened
cultural awareness, and to create a platform for the independant filmmakers
to express their talent and vision from any nation. TIFF strongly believes in
its motto: “Understanding the World through Film.”
TIBURON INTERNATIONAL FILM FESTIVAL FOUNDED IN 2001

Tiburon Film Society

In our continuing efforts to bring the world to our community through film, the TIFF
has formed the Tiburon Film Society to bring you films from all over the world.
For more information please contact us by email or phone at:
info@TiburonFilmFestival.com • 415.381.4123
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Events
OPENING NIGHT Film Event
Thursday, April 7

7pm

Playhouse Theater

FILM: Novel for Men
CLOSING NIGHT Celebration & Awards Ceremony
Friday, April 15

7pm

Sam's Restaurant

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
MARIN FILMMAKERS Monday, April 11, 2011
7pm
				
Playhouse Theater, Tiburon CA
Featured Films:			
				

Positive Negatives, Piano Ringer,
White Trash Blues & Birth: A Human Rights Issue

WORLD OF ANIMATION Saturday, April 9, 2011
2:50pm
				
Playhouse Theater, Tiburon CA
Featured Films:			
				
				

Babel, Why Do You Have a Beard?, Beyond-ism, Pixels,
Where r u?, Rubika, The Inventor,The Lighthouse,
Without Wings, Muzorama, Heart & Logorama

GERMAN SHORTS
				

Saturday, April 9, 2011
1:45pm
Playhouse Theater, Tiburon CA

Featured Films:			
				

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, Lights, Driving Elodie,
Run Granny Run!, Paled Twice, Mistress, Sunny & Roswith

Venue Addresses:

			

Playhouse Theater, 40 Main Street, Tiburon CA
Bay Model, 2100 Bridgeway, Sausalito CA
* Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.

Festival Sponsors:

TICKETS ON SALE NOW

Call 415.789.8854 or visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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10 Years To Nashville

2010 - 38 min - Polish

2011 - 15min - USA

West Coast Premiere

Directors: Jeffrey Haig & Melissa Leu
							

Director: Katarzyna Trzaska

Addicted To Love		

2010 - 110 min - China

Director: Liu Hao
A retired factory worker, lives in a
former industrial area of Beijing with
his extended family. He likes going to
the market with his old colleague. One
day, he recognizes a face he had been
unable to forget: his first love.
As in his award-winning first films,
Liu Hao uses non-professional actors
to recount an unusual love affair with
a poetic and humorous touch.

Abderahim El Maqori tells stories that he's
been collecting in his mind and heart since
he was a child. Now he is teaching his son
Zoheir the tricks of a dying trade.
The camera follows the pair on their journey,
which is interspersed with stories about
ghosts, kings, shoemakers and animals,
and we get to see the special bond between
father and son, who certainly do not agree
with one another all the time.

An Earthy Paradise for the Eyes

Air: So Light Is Her Football

Director: Joao Nuno Pinto
US Premiere
April 10, 1:35pm						
She moves like a ghost...
and I lost her.

2010 - 3min - France

April 12, 6:25pm

Screening with:
The Drummond Will

Al Halqa, In the Storyteller's Circle 2010 - 90 min - Morocco/Germany
Director: Thomas Ladenburger

April 12, 8:50pm

A story about a gay couple
raising two young children,
the documentary shows their
will to overcome societal
challenges using the power
of timeless family values.

Together, two friends dream of
traveling to America, to Manhattan
and then to Nashville, to see “country
music USA.” This is a story about
dreams, and about two outsiders
for whom the journey becomes an
important path.

America

2010 - 111min - Spain/Brazil/Porugal/Russia

Director: Edouard Salier
April 10, 1:30pm						

Fernanda, Vitor’s Galician ex-wife,
shows up with a business idea: to make
fake passports for the huge amount
of illegal immigrants that want to enter
Europe. Liza’s house becomes the
meeting place of immigrants from
different nationalities. Amongst them is
Andrei, a young Ukrainian orthopedist
wanted by the Russian Mafia. He ends
up falling in love with Liza.

2009 - 114 min - Czech Republic

Director: Irena Pavlaskova

At The Bottom Of The Ladder

April 10, 5:10pm

2010 - 33min - Tunsia

Director: Tarek Ben Ghzaiel

The film tells the story of Martha, her
two adolescent daughters and their
successively arriving and departing
“daddies”. The script was inspired by
the personal experiences of its author,
Tereza Boučková, who is the daughter
of the prominent Czech writer and
dissident Pavel Kohout.

Babel				

April 9, 9:00am						

Babel is an allegory of today’s China.
The characters go through the time
and suffer the unseen speeding-up of
the historical process which is facing
the country. One characteristic, above
all, sets contemporary civilization apart
from those that preceded it: speed.

April 12, 8:20pm

Arab Essarafa At the Bottom of the
Ladder describes the daily life of
olive pickers in the region of Sfax and
emphasizes a family whose livelihood
depends on this seasonal activity.
Screening with:
Someplace with a Mountain
2010 - 15min - France

Director: Hendrick Dusollier

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

A Family Portrait

2011

Behind The Curtain : Joseph McBride on Writing Film History

Directors: Hart Perez
April 9, 2:50pm						
This new documentary film presents
Joseph McBride’s thoughts and
memories as a biographer of
celebrated film directors.Writer and
director Hart Perez skillfully and
knowledgeably interweaves a wide
range of visual materials with the
interviews, including many fascinating
stills from McBride’s collection.

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2010 - 51min - USA
April 10, 1:20pm

2011
Bella Block			

2010 - 90 min - Germany

Director: Rainer Kaufmann

Director:  Sun Xun
April 13, 8:45pm						
Bay Model, Sausalito					
An old Chinese legend says the First

The body of a Swedish woman who
disappeared seven years earlier is
pulled from the Wandse canal. At the
time, her husband, the main suspect
was not convicted.
Despite her continued panic attacks,
retired inspector Block travels to
Sweden to discover the truth. When she
meets the husband she feels attracted
to him. Can he really be the murderer?
Screening with: The Shelter

Beyond-ism (chinese text)		

April 9, 2:50pm

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

Birth: A Human Rights Issue

Director:  Szabolcs Hajdu

Director: Diana Paul

2011 - 19 minutes - Bermuda/USA

April 12, 4:40pm						
Sophia Cannonier struggles to show
women in her country that they
can choose to have a home birth
even though Bermuda discourages
women from doing so. Sophia gives
birth in her back yard to prove her
point and then replies to the Health
Minister on public radio.

The misadventures of Mona Gajdó,
a Romanian of Hungarian origin
single-handedly raising her daughter.
Persuaded by Armenian Vacariu of the
necessity to go abroad to ensure her
economic survival, Mona puts her child
in the care of Rodica, a fortune-teller
to whom she promises to send money
every month. – a world that becomes
increasingly dangerous for Mona.

2010 - 90 min - Turkey

Chance			

West Coast Premiere

Director: Abner Benaim
April 10, 7:25pm				
Chance deals with the hard
issues of class differences in Latin
America in a satirical, witty comedy
about two live-in maids who take
over their employer’s household.

The venerable Siyah Beyaz
bar is viewed as a landmark of
high culture and intellectualism
in Ankara. The filmmaker uses
this setting as a springboard to
introduce his five protagonists –
a dysfunctional family of sorts –
all of whom are regulars at the bar.

2010 - 87 minutes - Germany/Palestine

A black-and-white photograph, six
boys about ten years old posing
perkily and flashing victory signs for
the camera. That was Bethlehem in
the year 1989 during the Palestinian
popular uprising.Twenty years later
the areas that were supposed to be
liberated are enclosed by a wall.
Who are the children in the picture?

Civilization		

China: The Rebirth of an Empire

21st century emergence as a global
superpower affects every single one of
us. China’s unprecedented growth has
placed it on the verge of overtaking the
United States as the world’s preeminent
power. Whether it’s a peaceful rise or
potential threat, China’s 21st century
emergence as a great world power will
change the lives of everyone.

2010 - 85 min - USA

West Coast Premiere
April 9, 11:30pm

Screening with: The Sandpit

Cooking Up Dreams		

Director: Ernesto Cabellos
April 10, 7:30pm						

In a luxurious loft, African statuettes
awake and mock the capitalist
civilization as soon as their owner
is away.

April 9, 7pm / April 11, 9:15

Directors: Jeremy Veverka & Jesse Veverka
April 11, 4:30pm						
Peaceful rise or potential threat? China’s

2010 - 4 min - France

Director: Claude Duty

2009 - 90 min - Panama

Screening with:
Socarrat

Children of the Stones - Children of the Wall
Director:  Robert Krieg

April 11, 7:00pm

Screening as part of: Marin
Filmmakers

Black and White (Siyah Beyaz)
Director: Ahmet Boyacioglu

2010 - 8 min - China

Emperor of the Qin Dynasty sent Xufu
and 3,000 boys and girls on a boat
towards the magic lands of the East in
order to find the remedy for eternal life.
It is said that the boat reached Japan
in the end . Beyond-ism, how our lives
should be? This work is related to Japan,
however the story comes from China.

Bibliotheque Pasca 2010 - 105 minutes - Hungary/Germany/United Kingdom

Screening with:
Win/ Win
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Renowned chefs such as Gastón
Acurio, Ferran Adrià, Juan Mari
Arzak and Bernardo Roca Rey
share their views on Peru’s cuisine
alongside those unsung chefs,
who also dream of Peru’s cuisine
as a motor of development.

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 - 75 min - Peru/Brazil

April 11, 8:30pm

2011

2011
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Cultures of Resistance		

2010 - 73 min - USA

Director: Iara Lee
Does each gesture really make a
difference? Can music and dance
be weapons of peace? In 2003, on
the eve of the Iraq war, director Iara
Lee embarked on a journey to better
understand a world increasingly
embroiled in conflict and, as she saw
it, heading for self-destruction. After
traveling over five continents, Iara
encountered growing numbers of people
who committed their lives to promote
change. This is their story.

David & Kamal		
Director:  Kikuo Kawasaki

Director: Herrman Vaske
A roller-coaster-ride through the land
of digital creativity. Internet-celebrity
Tron Guy presents the past, present
and future of the digital galaxies of
the Internet: The social galaxy, the
commercial galaxy, and the media
galaxy.

2010 - 85 min - Germany

A taxi driver, dreams of going to India
to see the Taj Mahal. The only problem
is he lives in Pakistan! Why is Haidar’s
dream so impossible to achieve?
Haidar’s solution for peace is simple. If
ordinary citizens of both countries are
allowed to interact w/ each other, they will
realize they are historically and culturally
close and also have similar problems.
But can his dream come true?

Screening with: Letters to Dharavi

Extintion: Squaring of Circles
Director: Fernando Usón
A married couple dresses up to
attend a ceremony.
Festivals & Awards:
-Award of Merit at The Accolade
Competition.
-Golden Medal at Brno 16.
-2010 I’ve Seen Films International
Film Festival’s Internet Contest
Screening with:
Nice Guy Johnny

April 10, 11:25pm

Divino Freestyle (O Divino, De Repente)

Director: Fabio Yamaji
April 9, 1:40pm				

2009 - 7 min - Brazil
April 11, 8:30

Ubiraci Crispim de Freitas,
a real character aka Divino,
sings ‘repente’ songs and tells
us about his life. A short-film
produced with handmade
animation techniques: flipbook,
cartoon, rotoscope, pixilation
and stop motion - plus live-action
scenes shot in Super 16.
2010 - 51 minutes - India

Director: Nirmal Chander Dandriyal

2010 - 30 min - Germany

Kosovo for Germany illegally, turns
to the police to help his pregnant
girlfriend. But instead of getting help
he is handed over to the German
border police and put on a plane
back to the Kosovo. He fights heavily
against his deportation...for going
back home.
Screening as part of:
Focus on Immigration

Screening with:
Overbooking

Dreaming Tajmahal		

Death by Suffocation		

Director:  Visar Morina
April 9, 3:40pm						
Agron, who immigrated from the

Screening with: Waterdrop

Digital Bomb (Die digitale Bombe)

2010 - 7 min - Spain

Director:  Enrique Garcia & Ruben Salazar
April 12, 6:35pm						
April 12, 6:35pm
Daisy Cutter tells the story of
a ten years old girl, Zaira, who
experiences the injustice of
war, with the perspective that
her tender and naive eyes allow
her. Zaira gathers daisies every
day for a friend that she misses;
so as not to forget him, so as
not to lose him.
2010 - 78 min - Israel

“David and Kamal” is a story about
two 9-year-old boys who grow up
in different surroundings. David, a
Jewish American, comes over to
Jerusalem to meet his father that
he has not seen for many years.
Kamal, an Arab boy, lives in an Arab
district in Jerusalem with his mother
& sisters.

Daisy Cutter 		

Driving Elodie			

Director: Lars Henning
April 12, 8:15pm						
The young set runner Tim is allowed
to drive the French independent star
Élodie Bouchez to the airport after
she is wrapped. The melancholic
atmosphere of their travel through
the night creates an unexpected
intimacy, and for a moment
everything seems possible.
Screening as part of:
German Shorts
2010 - 11 min - Spain

Fao		

		

Director: Ernesto Cabellos
April 10, 11:35pm						
Hunger, loneliness and the will to
survive push Fao to embark on a
journey that will bring her face to
face with her fears.

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 - 18 min - Germany
April 9, 1:45pm

2010 - 7 min - Spain
April 14, 5:15pm

2011
First Aid		
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2010 - 16 min - Israel

Director: Yarden Karmin

Foreign Parts 		
Director:  Verena Paravel & J.P. Sniadecki

A strange community where wrecks,
April 12, 9:15pm						

A day before his wedding, Shai
visits Tamar, his ex-girlfriend, for
a tempestuous encounter prior
to becoming established. Tamar
leaves him a hickey, entangling
the situation.

refuse and recycling form a thriving
commerce. Cars are stripped, sorted
and cataloged by brand and part, then
resold to an endless parade of drivethru customers. The film observes and
captures the struggle of a contested
“eminent domain” neighborhood before
its disappearance under the capitalization
of New York’s urban ecology.

Screening with:
Where the Smell of the Sea
Doesn't Reach

2011
2010 - 80 min - USA

A Northern
California Premiere
April 9, 5:25pm

Screening with: Plastic and Glass

Francesca		

2009 - 96 min - Romania

Director:  Bobby Paunescu

Director:  Santiago Torres & Ramon Valles Esteve
April 9, 7:40pm
April 13, 4:45pm				
		
April 8, 4:30pm

Francesca is 30 years old and she works as
a teacher at a kindergarten in Bucharest. In
a country still under the spell of the Western
Dream and the mirage of working abroad,
Francesca longs to immigrate to Italy. A
friend arranges a meeting with a middleman who claims works for the Workforce
Migration Office, and “promises” Francesca
that in exchange for money he'll get her a
job as a nurse attending to an old man.
Screening with: Minutes, Hours

A High-Def Mini-Doc showcasing the
true love of Freestyle Motocross from
the riders point of view. The insane
action packed riding, to the hard struggle
of becoming a professional, it is all
entwined with one main reason for
riding, and that is because they love the
sport and they are all true friends.

2010 - 10 min - USA

The boss of a local day laborer site and family
man, Carlos Soto’s has found a balance
between work and family life. This balance
is challenged when a man named Thomas
“The Gringo” tries to work alongside Carlos
and his men. Faced with reverse-racism and
discovering the truth behind why Thomas
desires to work with his men, Carlos must take
a deeper look inside the man he has become to
the man he thought he was.

Dadah, a Saharawi child who lives
in the refugee camp of Dajla, does
not know anything but the life in the
desert, the air full of sand, the dunes
as horizon, so present at his days –the
school, the games, the world-weariness
of adults’ long conversations while they
prepare tea… Through the cinema he
will discover very different worlds.

2010 - 3 min - Canada

Director: Tamas Wormser
A moving portrait of the human hand
– and by extension of humanity itself
– was premiered at CODE (Cultural
Olympiad’s Digital Edition) of 2010
Vancouver Olympics. A cultural and
visual odyssey that was made with 66
people and filmed in just three days.

Hammada		

Director: Anna M. Bofarull
April 10, 11:25am						

Screening as part of:
Focus on Immigration

Hand to Hand			

2010 - 44 min - USA

April 9, 11:40am

A lively documentary that chronicles
the life of some of today’s most
extraordinary tap dancers, who just
happen to be women. With principal
photography by documentary
filmmaker, John Bishop, WOMEN IN
TAP acknowledges the contributions
of these accomplished leaders in the
renaissance of tap. It is a tribute to
their creativity and brilliance.
2009 - 15 minutes - English

Director: Renee Baltsen

Gotta Move: Women In Tap

Director: Fabio Yamaji
April 9, 1:45pm				

Screening as part of the
Short Program

Gringo Loco		

2009 - 60 min - Spain/Cuba

Spanish dictator Francisco Franco was
a rabid anti-Communist and a staunch
ally of the United States. But that did not
keep him from forging a friendship with
a Communist nation that was America’s
sworn enemy: Fidel Castro’s Cuba.
This bond was to last right up to his
death. When Franco died in 1975, Cuba
decreed three days of official mourning.
Screening with:
My Last Day at War

From the Dirt: The Mike Mason FMX Story
Director: Matthew Rodgers

Franco & Fidel: An Inconvenient Friendship

Harvest			

Director:
Ernesto Cabellos
April 9, 3:30pm
				
April 14, 5:15pm						

Harvest is a poignant story that is
ultimately uplifting, with moments of
humor anchoring this realistic portrait of
a family hanging on to what was, what
is, and to each other. It’s also a film
about how we all come of age, in our
own ways, both young and old.

Screening with:
Hopeville

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 - 86 min - Spain

US Premiere
April 8, 12:30pm

2010 - 102 min - USA

April 8, 6:25pm
April 13, 4:30pm

2011
Heal		

2010 - 24 min - Pakistan

Director: Mian Adnan Ahmad
Amidst the conflict in Afghanistan and Pakistan,
a gifted child makes an extraordinary effort for
his people. Circumstances turn for the worst
when a tragic night shatters his dream leaving
his teacher in a state of despair, pulling him
away from teaching the children. Realizing
the importance of his teacher, Azeem does
everything in his capacity to help him…start
again.
Screening with: Stories from Little Kabul

Hell (Ge.hen'nah)

2011
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Ge.hen’nah is a drama set in a small rural
town in Lebanon about Yvette who is past 30,
unmarried, devoutly religious and still living
with her parents. Today, she is preparing to
go to a retreat. It’s a dream come true for
her. However, as the bus approaches, a fight
breaks out between her parents. How far
would you go to protect your mother?
Screening with:
Understanding Trafficking

How Are You? (Kako Si?)
Semahat who has emigrated to Istanbul from
Sarajevo many years ago, decides to travel
back to her homeland She is joined by Fatih
who would like to film her voyage, and Fatih’s
friend Ufuk. When they arrive in Sarajevo,
they all face the dreadful reality of the last war.
The past and expectations from the future are
meaningless for people who try to survive.
There is a place that separates people, and
they are right there.

Into My Heart		

Director: Michela Occhipinti
A postman walks through the
desert, his life flows slowly as
does the desert sand. He is the
only link between the secluded
villagers, however, his life is
about to change due to a
small technological device.

2010 - 90 min - South Africa

April 14, 5:15pm

Screening with: Hand to Hand

I Love You (Ay Lav Yu) 		

2010 - 100 min - Turkey

Director: Sermivan Midyat
April 9, 5:20pm
April 14, 7:10pm				

April 11, 6:25pm

When Yusuf’s 30-year old son
Ibrahim returns to his homeland
after finishing his military service, he
wants to introduce his love Jessica,
an American girl he fell in love with,
to his family. After Jessica manages
to take her family to Tinne to meet
Ibrahim’s parents, different cultures
and philosophies become part of the
same comedy.

Last Resort				

Director: Barney Elliott
April 12, 8:10pm					
"As economic challenges often cause
strife, Peru’s class system is overt.
Social differences are vast. Last
Resort is an attempt to subtly portray
this cultural divide while maintaining
the fact that we are all human beings
who want and suffer from many of the
same things."

Screening with: Mami Blue

Letters from the Desert

Hopeville		

Director:  John Trengove
April 13, 8:30pm						
Hopeville tells the story of Amos, a
reformed alcoholic on a mission to
forge a relationship with his estranged
son, Themba.Through patience,
determination and above all courage,
Amos’ selfless acts ripples through
Hopeville, inspiring others to take
action and to do what they know is
right.

2010 - 3 minutes - USA

Director: Paul O'Bryan
‘Into My Heart’ is a song by Danish
recording artist Alice Rose’. The
song is about a relationship that is
sometimes on and sometimes off, but
no matter, the lovers always seem
to end up together. The poppiness
of the song and the playful danger
in the action make the video funny,
sweet and poignant.

April 9, 2:50pm

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

2010 - 116 min - Turkey

Director: Ozlem Akovaligil

2010 - 8 min - USA

Director:  Erick Oh
April 9, 2pm						
An exploration of transcendence.
Heart presents questions through
abstract metaphors and symbols,
illustrated by the human heart.

2010 - 12 min - Lebanon/USA/Switzerland/Mexico

Director:  Mauro Mueller

Heart 		

2011 - 8 min - Peru

A Northern
California Premiere
April 8, 2:15pm/ April 9, 9:30pm

Screening with: My Kidnapper
2010 - 88 min - India/Italy

Letters to Dharavi

Director: Saravanan Ganesan
April 13, 6:30pm						
						
A story about a post man working in
Asia’s largest slum called Dharavi.
This documentary will follow the protagonist and would see their struggle
in delivering letters. Will they find the
right person and will they deliver the
letter or not?
Screening with:
Dreaming Tajmahal

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2010 - 22 min - India

April 12, 8:15pm		
@ Bay Model, Sausalito

2011
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Lighthearted Boy		

2011 - 15 min - Italy

Director: Marco Gianfreda
Tired of life, Ettore, 65 years old,
everyday tries to find the courage to
drive himself and his old three wheeler
down a country ditch. When Luca, his
10 year old nephew, finds out about his
grandfather’s intentions, he decides to
furtively follow him.

Screening as part of:
German Shorts
2010 - 118 min - Poland

Director:  Jan Kidawa-Bionski
In 1960s Poland, the totalitarian government seeks to disgrace an acclaimed writer
whom they suspect of Zionist sympathies.
Rozek, a thuggish agent in the secret
police, convinces his beautiful, adoring lover
Kamila to keep tabs on the distinguished
academic. Over time, Kamila grows closer
to her quarry, but her loyalties soon become
divided in this tale of love, espionage, and
politics.

Long way Home (Largo Camino a Casa)
Director: Damiano Cinque
There is a new kind of Venezuelan that
is growing more and more every day.
They roam and live on the streets. They
survive picking up cans on the roads to
sell them and get some money. They’re
everywhere, they have become part of
the cities and part of our culture. This is
their story.

Logorama		

2009 - 16 min - France

Directors:  Francois Alaux, Herve de Crecy, Ludovic Houplain

April 8, 6:45pm
April 12, 4:30pm						
Spectacular car chases, an intense
hostage crisis, wild animals rampaging through the city, and even
more in Logorama!

April 9, 2:50pm

Screening as part of:
World of Animation
2009 - 15 min - Venezuala

Miami Blue 		

		

2010 - 90 min - Spain

Director: Miguel Angel Calvo Buttini
April 10, 11:25am				
Mami Blue is a comic road movie
telling the story of two women
who flee from their every day
lives, escaping to find freedom.

US Premiere
April 12, 8:10pm

Screening with:
Into My Heart

Screening as part of:
Focus on Immigration

Matching Jack		

2010 - 14 min - Germany

World Premiere
Director:  Giulio Ricciarell
April 11am, 2pm				
April 11, 4:50pm / April 13, 4:35
A story of a small-town police officer
who dreams of being a hero. As his
peaceful village offers no opportunity for
heroism, he decides to take matters in
his own hands. He puts up a traffic light
on a rarely - used bridge in the middle
of nowhere - and the fight begins.

Screening with: My Brothers

Little Rose		

Lights 		

2010 - 103 minutes - Australia

Me Neither (Moi non plus)		

2011 - 11 min - Canada

Director: Nadia Tass

West Coast Premiere
Director: Chloe Robinchaud
April 11, 5pm / April 13, 6:25pm				
Marisa Hagen discovers her husband
Stephanie is a young graduate
has had multiple affairs throughout
afraid of her future. Her relation
their marriage, but the possibility of
with a powerful politician will force
an illegitimate child could be the very
her to reconsider her life choices.
reason that her son, Jack, might live.
So her search begins and unearths
both a new man for herself, and a
Screening with:
new beginning for her son.
We don’t care about music anyway
Meanwhile

2009 - 3 min - USA

Director: Jerome Sable

Men In Rut (Muzi v Riji)

Director: Robert Sedlacek
April 10, 3:45pm				

Ever wonder the movie theater
concession’s employee do while
you’re inside watching the movie?

US Premiere
April 12, 4:45pm

2009- 109 min - Czech Republic

April 9, 7:40pm / April 13 4:45pm

The comedy about big matters in a
small place is also a sharp political
satire. Everyone entices everyone
else with their own aims, their own
ego, their own pleasures.

Screening with:
These Amazing Shadows

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Minutes, Hours (Los Minutos, Los Horas) 2009 - 109 min - Czech Republic
Director: Janaina Marques
Yoli has always lived with her mother
in a humble neighborhood of Havana.
One day, a man invites her out and she
decides to wait for him rejecting, for the
first time, her mother´s company.

Mother of Asphalt (Majka Asfalta)

Director: Dalibor Matanic
April 10, 5:35pm					

US Premiere

This is a Balkans stew spiced up with
English humor. Romanians, Moldavians, Russians, Albanians, crime,
money, and some pterodactyl fossils
which prove to be the get-out-of-jail
ticket…All is well when it ends well
as the woman and the 2 men forge
a team to be reckoned with in future
adventures.

Music					
Director: Andrew Zuckerman
The Music project features dynamic portraits of over fifty musicians of all ages,
from composers, and producers from
rock, pop, hiphop, classical, country,
jazz, who provide their perspectives on
one of the most universal and yet unexplainable art forms who have made an
impact on their genre, contributed to the
larger conversation, and have a unique
perspective on life.

		

Mare is a young woman who is aware
that her marriage is irrevocably falling
to pieces. In her intention to get out
of that situation, her husband Janko
‘helps’ her when he hits her. That blow
finally forces Mare to take her son and
leave. The only comfort to the mother
and the child will be offered by a
person yearning for human touch, the
lonely security guard Kreso.

2010 - 52min - USA

Director: Paul Fraser

A story which is told by an old farmer.
He is intent on recounting his usual
anecdote to his grandson who, enchanted
by his grandfather’s simple words, listens
to the story of this “first and last day of
war”. The child, although, has no way of
knowing that his grandfather’s words are
hiding a painful truth.

April 10, 8:35pm

2010 - 3min - France

April 9, 2:50pm

My Kidnapper		

2010 - 83min - UK/Columbia/Germany
April 8, 2:15pm (Bay Model)
April 9, 9:30pm (Playhouse Theaer)

Directors: Mark Henderson
April 11, 4:50pm 		
& Kate Home
April 13, 4:35pm			An emotional journey into a kidnapping,

told from all sides. This deeply personal,
authored documentary follows Mark and
three of his fellow hostages as they return
to the Sierra Nevada mountains in northern Colombia, the place where they lived
out their worst nightmares. As they travel
deeper into the jungle, they discover the
truth behind what happened to them.
Screening with: Last Resort

2009 - 19min - Italy

Director: Matteo Tondini

2010 - 107min - Croatia

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

Screening with: Lighthearted Boy

My Last Day at War		

Muzorama

Director: Jean-Philippe Masson
April 9, 11:40am							
The livin’ is easy in Muzo’s little world.
The children are mischievous, lovers
are thoughtful and everyone has a
damn good appetite.

2010 - 88 min - Ireland

The eldest of three boys, 17-year-old Noel
has always been the reserved, serious,
and responsible one. When he accidentally breaks his dying father’s wristwatch, he
“borrows” his boss’ bread van with his two
younger brothers—11-year-old Paudie
and seven-year-old Scwally—in tow.
On the trip, brotherly differences—and
similarities—turn the journey into more
than what they expected.

Screening with: Franco & Fidel:
An Inconvenient Friendship

April 9, 1:45pm

ten years his Wednesday afternoon
belongs to her. Everything seems as
usual... but then a door opens, and to
step over its threshold might change her
life... A mistress realizes that the ritual
with a seemingly unapproachable lover
means more to her than the gratification
of holding him.
Screening as part of: German Shorts

2010 - 102 min - Romania

Director: Cristian Comeaga

My Brothers

2009 - 5min - Germany

Directors: U. Biermann
April 13, 4:45pm					
She is his mistress. For more than

Screening with:
Francesca

Monies, Cons & Bones

Mistress

2011

Nelson Mandela, In the Name of Freedom

April 8, 4:30pm
Directors: Joel Calmettes
April 9, 1:15pm				
Nelson Mandela seems to possess		
an
inner nobility that grow stronger with
every affront. Yet, he started out as an
ANC militant and explosives expert. We
examine the long journey and fascinating contradictions of a life dedicated to
a single higher purpose. we will explore
his life in the context of a country that is
little known and poorly understood and a
continent going through the painful and
bloody upheaval of decolonization.

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Notes on the Other		

Nice Guy Johnny		

2010 - 98 min - USA

Director: Edward Burns

April 10, 11:35pm
Director:  Sergio Oksman
April 12, 6:50pm					

Swaggering bartender Terry is the perfect
foil to baby-faced Matt Bush’s (Adventureland) Johnny, and together they’re great
at trading Burns’ characteristically sharp
dialogue. More contrasts are mined with
Anna Wood’s image-conscious Claire and
Kerry Bische’s Brooke. Burns wraps a
summery tone around Johnny’s real crisis:
follow through with your promises, or follow
your heart?
Screening with: Extintion II

Novel for Men (Roman pro muze)

Director: Thomas Baria
A story of three siblings – Cyril, Bruno and
Aneta. The strong bond that formed among
them after their parents’ tragic death. The
siblings leave on their yearly trip to the
mountains in the shadow of Bruno’s inevitable
and impending death. The trip is meant to
be some sort of journey of last wishes, but
instead becomes a tragicomic showdown of
fundamental values and attitudes.
Screening with: The Award

Overbooking

		

Each summer, a crowd of Ernest
Hemingway doubles meet in Key
West, Florida, to choose his best
impersonator...There was a day in
1924 when the real Ernest Hemingway
also wanted to be someone else.
Notes on the Other is the story of
this hypothesis.
Screening with:
Behind The Curtain

Once Again
		
International Premiere
Director: Joud Said
April 7, 7:10pm						
April 9, 9pm							
Majd is the son of a high ranking officer

2010 - 105 minutes - Czech Republic

in the Syrian army in Lebanon, growing up during the 1982 invasion. His
childhood home was the military camps
where he saw his father in-between
explosions and spent time with the
soldiers watching TV. He starts a job at a
new bank when, Joyce, a new manager
arrives and awakes his feelings.

2010 - 11 min - Italy

Director: Michele Mortara
A story about a very particular
journey, a distant and ironic observing point of view of one of the most
discussed and animated questions
of our contemporary lifetime. A balance between comedy and drama,
between reality and imagination.

Paled Twice			

2011
2009 - 13 min - Spain

April 10, 1:20pm

2010 - 96 minutes - Syria

April 11, 9pm

2010 - 15 min - Germany

Director: Annkatrin Hausmann & Shirin Saghaie
April 9, 5:20pm
April 14, 7:10pm				
April 9, 1:45pm
The short film PALED TWICE
connects episodic stories that take
place during one night in a hotel.
A girl who rejects the world, a man
who breaks the silence and a transvestite who bares himself.
Screening as part of:
German Shorts

Screening with: Digital Bomb

Piano Fingers				
Director:  Nicholas Carmen
Howard and May, a once-famous entertainment couple from the 1950s, have entombed themselves in a decaying house
cluttered with memorabilia from the peak
of their career. As May begins to lose her
memory to Alzheimer’s disease, Howard
attempts to rekindle their love through the
music they performed in their youth.

Pinoy Sunday			
Northern
Directors: Wi Ding Ho
California Premiere
April 11, 7pm					
Pinoy Sunday is the story of
Manuel and Dado, two Filipino
migrant workers, who discover
a discarded sofa. This transforms
their normal Sunday routine into
a tale of adventure, perseverance
and self-discovery.
2010 - 25 minutes - USA

2009 - 84 min - Taiwan

West Coast Premiere

Screening as part of:
Marin Filmmakers

Pixels		
Director: Patrick Jean
New York invasion by
8-bit creatures!

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

2010 - 3 min - France

Plastic and Glass		

Director: Tessa Joosse
April 9, 2:50pm						
In a recycling factory the machines
dance, the workers join in song and
the truck drivers almost do a ballet.
The factory noise is a rhythm and a
truck driver starts to sing a song for
his love. He wants to build an island
with the materials at hand where they
can be together to ‘ sort things out’.
Screening with: Foreign Parts

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 - 9 min - France
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Positive Negatives

Private Snuffy 		
A Northern
Director:  Ben Sainsbury
California Premiere
April 11, 7pm					
A GI awaiting the call to Iraq’s
nightmare.

2010 - 4 min - Canada

2010 - 30 min - USA

Director: Mindy Steiner
David Johnson, now 84 years old, was
the first African American student to study
photography under Ansel Adams. He produced an invaluable collection of black
and white images from 1946 to 1966
showing the social, political and private
lives of Blacks living in San Francisco’s
Fillmore District.
Screening as part of:
Marin Filmmakers

R U There		
Director:  David Verbeek

World Premiere
April 12, 6:35pm

Screening with:
Cultures of Resistance &
Daisy Cutter

2010 - 87 min - Netherlands/Taiwan

A young Dutch professional gamer, travels
the world to compete in video game tournaments. His arm starts to hurt and he’s
forced to take a few days rest. Jitze meets
a girl and starts realizing what it means to
be human in the age of the virtual worlds.
“The story of the first worldwide generation
in history for whom life will be largely
virtual.”
Screening with: Through Glass

Reulf			

		

Director:  Charles Klipfel
April 8, 6:30pm						
							
In a black-and-white Paris, small
						
creatures with brushes decide to
repaint the city.

2010 - 113 min - Canada
Rubika			
A Northern California Premiere
Director: Herrman Vaske
Director: Fabio Yamaji
April 8, 4:25pm
April 10, 9:20pm				
Description: Welcome to Rubika,
This poignant tale of a father devasa planet with a fancy gravity.
tated by his 5-year-old son’s death,
never hits a wrong note, thanks to
standout performances and a script
that patiently builds characters of
such dimensionality that each surprise twist lends increased psychoScreening as part of:
logical rightness.
World of Animation

Run Granny Run!		

2009 - 5 minutes - Germany

Salve (Marham)		

Director: Nikolaus von Uthmann

A Northern
California Premiere
April 9, 1:45pm		

Director: Alireza Davoodnejad

Screening as part of:
German Shorts

Shelter				

2010 - 23 min - USA

Director: Robert Kolodny
Based on actual events, Shelter is
the story of Ruven, a Jewish Prisoner
who escapes from a Nazi Concentration Camp during work detail and
must then survive in the bitter
forests of Poland.
Screening as part of the
Shorts Program

2009 - 4 min - France

April 14, 8pm
@ Bay Model, Sausalito

Screening with:
Togetherness Supreme

Route 132			

The famous Ben Hur chariot race but this time it’s two elderly ladies
at their zimmer frames! A darkly
funny comedy that proves you’re
never too old to be an action hero.

2011

2010 - 4 min - France
April 9, 2:50pm

2010 - 95 min - Iran

The film depicts a generation
that is closer to their grandparents
than their own parents. It is a story
about the pain and misery of grandmothers who are struggling to free
their grandchildren from the
evils of time.

Shooting With Mursi

2009 - 55 min - Ethiopia/Australia

Director: Ben Young
April 9, 12pm
@ Bay Model, Sausalito						
The Mursi are an Ethiopian tribe, a nomadic group of pastoralists who live in an
area of the Omo valley the size of Wales.
In 2000 Olisarali Olibui, a member of one
of Africa’s most isolated tribes went to
Australia where he learned English and
returned with a video camera, a laptop and
a solar charger. He decided to use the kit
to portray his people’s lifestyle and culture
and to give them a voice. And the Mursi
certainly have a voice.

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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Sinestesia		

2010 - 91 min - Switzerland

Director: Erik Bernasconi
Sinestesia chronicles the vicissitudes
of four young adults in two moments
of their lives which are in turn linked
to two dramatic episodes three years
apart. The plot of the film is based
largely on observations of everyday life
and draws on episodes which actually
happened. The narration is organized
into chapters.

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes		

Hao Jie, a Beijing Film Academy
graduate, shot his first feature in his
hometown with non-professional actors
(some of them his relatives). Single
Man cast an unexpected, sympathetic
and humorous look at the sexuality and
romantic emotions of older peasants.

April 12, 8:50pm

Screening with: A Family Portrait

Socarrat

		

2009 - 11 min - Spain

A Northern California Premiere
Director:  David Moreno
April 9, 1:45pm 					
April 9, 7pm / April 11, 9:15
We all have secrets. We all
have family. We all search for
happiness. What if we share our
secrets and search for happiness
together?
US Premiere

Today there is a certain stigma that surrounds smoking, but that wasn’t always
the case: For many years the silver screen
was practically paradise for smokers. This
is where smoking became an ritual in which
the cool hero wasn’t worth his salt without
a glowing fag, and a cigarette in the hand
of a female star was regarded as sign of
emancipation.
Screening as part of: German Shorts

Someplace with a Mountain

Screening with: Chance
2010 - 55 min - USA

Director: Steve Goodall
The Lapita Navigators, the proud forefathers
of many cultures in the tropical Pacific are
losing their homes and crops because of sea
level rise. The outcome and conclusion of this
story will be told in the context of an event
celebrating their living culture, a culture at a
cross roads of great importance for all of us.

Stain			

Director: Igor Chojna
April 12, 8:20pm				

2010 - 16 min - Poland

April 9, 12pm

Driving to work, Irena causes a
minor accident. What she sees as
an unfortunate event may not only
spoil her day but alter her life.
Screening as part of the
Shorts Program

Screening with:
At the Bottom of the Ladder

Stories from Little Kabul

2010 - 93 min - China

April 12, 4:45pm
Director:  Hao Jie
April 13, 6:50pm					

2009 - 8 min - Germany

Director:  Harald Schleicher

Single Man 		

2011

Strange Birds in Paradise
2010 - 75 min - Australia/Indonesia
World Premiere
Director: Charlie Hill-Smith
April 9, 2pm							
April 14, 6:30pm
@ Bay Model, Sausalito					
@ Bay Model, Sausalito
An expedition of imagination and discov							
ery to the hidden Indonesian province of

2009 - 51 minutes -Afghanistan/Canada

Director: Aisha Jamal
Stories from Little Kabul provides a rare look
into the everyday lives of Afghan-Americans
in Fremont, California, home to the largest
community of Afghans in the United States.
In the private settings of their residences and
workplaces, a number of Afghan immigrants
freely share memories of their homeland and
the future both of their American families and
their Afghan motherland.

West Papua that exposes its sad history
and desperate hopes but culminates in
a joyful and defiant musical celebration.
An extraordinary story of an imaginative,
adaptable culture confronting tyranny
with the joyful power of art, music and
self-expression.

Screening with: Heal

Suicide Club			

2010 - 96 min - Germany

Director: Olaf Saumer
At sunrise five people meet on a high rise
rooftop in order to leap to their deaths.
Five completely different mind sets. They
don’t even know each other names. The
only bond that ties them together in a
tragic and bizarre way is knowing that at
any minute they are about to jump. Initial
dislike and rejection of one another eventually turns into an unforeseen alliance.

Sunny & Roswitha		

US Premiere
Director: Barnaby Metschurat
April 10, 3:05pm						
Sunny and Roswitha is a witty film

that inspires us to reflect upon and
question modern reality thanks to its
satirical approach; a reality, in which
we all too often choose the soft option
of willingly exposing ourselves in favor
of so-called security.
Screening as part of:
German Shorts

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
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T O in 24		

2010 - 48 min - Canada

Director: Dale Hilderbrand

Director:  Jeffrey Bliss

In 24 hours, 24 cinematographers capture
the heart, soul and everyday miracles discovered within the microcosm of a single city
- in a single day. A cinematic journey across
a tapestry of hope, fear, sorrow and joy, T O
in 2 4 transcends preconceptions and
unearths a greater understanding of
humanities global interconnectedness.

April 9, 12pm					
Amidst the loneliness of two isolated indi-

viduals, mysterious gift boxes containing
rotary telephones begin appearing around
them with the promise of connection to
better times and places.
However, the number of calls overwhelms
a maniacal switchboard operator and
ultimate destruction is never far away.

Screening as part of the Shorts Program

Pilar and Manuel prepare for what
should be a night of celebration and
glamor. It should be. But they’ve been
sweeping their relationship under the
red carpet for too long...

2010 - 16 min - Spain

The Drummond Will		

2010 - 80 min - UK

The Drummond Will is a
collision between old and new. A black
comedy set in decaying rural England.
It follows estranged brothers as they find
themselves on a surprisingly dangerous undertaking to unravel the mystery
surrounding their father’s very unlikely
wealth.
Screening with: Air:
So Light is Her Football

Screening with:
Novel for Men

The Flaw

2010 - 82 min - UK

Director: David Sington

The Inventor (L'Inventeur) 		

2010 - 4 min - France

West Coast Premiere
Directors: Gary Fouchy, Jeremy Guerrieri, Paul Jaulmes
April 12, 7:15pm				
April 9, 2:50pm
A modest and quiet inventor’s
retirement is disturbed when an
important gentleman seeks to profit
from his Gyro Gearloose talents to
become a billionaire.

THE FLAW tells the untold story of the financial credit bubble which caused the financial
crash. With testimony from bankers, borrowers, brokers and some of the best economics
brains in the world, the film challenges easy
assumptions about this being simply a tale of
greedy bankers and poor regulation. The film
shows how excessive income inequality in
society leads to economic instability.

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

Screening with: The Philosopher

The Lighthouse		

2010 - 7 minutes - Taiwan

Director: Po Chou Chi

The Old Immigrant's Dance

Director: Charlene Music
April 9, 2:50pm							
Through moments of sacrifice and also of
		
joy, elderly Latinos find the courage to forge

A story which is about parents
supporting their children to make
their dreams come true. No matter
what happens, parents will always
be waiting for their children, just like
the lighthouse always shining for the
boats.

2010 - 18 min - USA

April 10, 11:25pm		

a new life in the United States. An elderly
woman reads a poem from her new found
love. A little boy caresses his grandmother’s
tired face. Octogenarians study for their
citizenship test. And a 98-year-old widow
dances and prays for two more years of life.
Screening as part of:
Focus on Immigration

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

		

Elham, whose boyfriend is going to leave
her, is facing a problem. She is not a
virgin anymore. To have a bright future in
the Iranian society, he must handle the
situation. Now her boyfriend decides to
do something for her by the help of two
of his friends. Director Zamani Esmati
cogently spells out the hopeless position
of an intelligent, educated woman in a
traditionally-structured Muslim society.

A Northern
California Premiere
April 10, 3:20pm

A Northern California Premiere
Director:  Alan Butterworth
April 7, 7:10pm						
April 8, 4:40pm
Shot on the Red One in black and white,
April 9, 9pm							
April 12, 6:45pm

Director:  Leon Siminiani

Director: Zamani Esmati

2009 - 5 min - USA

Screening with: WikiRebels

The Award (El Premio)			

The Orion

Telefone 		

2011

2010 - 78 min - Iran

The Other Side		

West Coast Premiere
Director: Esmaeel Monsef
April 10, 6:35 / April 13, 8:20pm					
The letters a young girl receives from
her fiance living on the other side of
the border, until we find out that he
is not the one who is sending the
letters.

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2010 - 19 min - Iran

US Premiere
April 10, 6:35

2011
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The Reverse 		

The Philosopher (Le Philosophe)

2010 - 17 min - France

Director: Abdulla AlKaabi

Director:  Borys Lankosz
April 12, 7:15pm				
April 9, 11:45am / April 10, 8:45pm
A darkly comic story about three
women, set in both the present and
in 1950s Warsaw. Official Academy
Awards® Submission (Best Foreign
Language Film)

A man who get all success in his life,
decide to strip himself of all material
objects he owns in order to attain
a clear, pure mind for through and
Philosophy....

2009 - 101 min - Poland

Screening with:
The Flaw

The Sandpit		

2010 - 3 min - USA

The Shelter		

2009 - 11 min - Belgium

Directors:  Antoine Duquesne

Director:  Sam O'Hare

April 9, 11:30am						
In the heart of a big city
threatened by an impending
danger, a man and a woman
barricade themselves in a hotel
room...

An animated film in miniature look. 35,000
individual images show New York City on
a summer day. All photos of apartments,
rooftops and balconies were shot with a
digital SLR camera, computer-processed,
and assembled into an animated
sequence. The result is an extraordinary
short film whose aesthetics are reminiscent
of the look of a model train setup.
Screening with: China: The Rebirth of an Empire

The Sins of My Father

Story of Pablo Escobar, the infamous boss of
Colombia’s Medellin drug cartel, told for the
very first time by his son, Sebastian and his
widow Maria Isabel Santos. He tells of times
of extraordinary luxury and extravagance,
and other times on the run. And Sebastian
and his widow open the family vaults to
share their private and long hidden archives.
to break the cycle of revenge an
assassination by seeking reconciliation with
the sons of his father’s victims.

April 8, 8pm (Playhouse Theater)
April 14, 3:30pm (Bay Model)

Understanding Trafficking

2010 - 87 minutes - India

The Veil 		

		

Director: Omer Cacan

Venice		

Walk the Plank

		

Eleven year old Niklas is mad at
his mother's new found love and
tries to undermine the family's trip
to a lake. His mother is insensitive
towards his feelings and so, Niklas
takes his frustration out on his
younger sister.
Screening with:
Shooting With Mursi & Fao

2010 - 110 min - Poland

Northern California Premiere

Director: Jan Jakub Kolski
April 13, 8:30pm							
“Venice” is a picture one can absorb through
		
all the senses. It is a beautifully filmed story

April 8, 9:05pm		

about growing up, and hoping for deliverance
through dreams and rebellion against the
surrounding reality. Venice” tells a story in
which the power of dreams makes it possible
to turn a flooded cellar into the most romantic
city on Earth. As the WW2 rages on outside
the window, the “Venetian” cellar awakens the
great expectations and passions.

2010 - 16 minutes - Germany

Director: Jonas Rothlaender

2009 - 7 min - Turkey

April 14, 9:25pm

A story of women who became
mothers when they were still children
themselves. A story of an endless
cycle of desperation, that turns into a
kind of destiny. Cemile lives in a sodroofed house in a distant village. Her
story finishes in one long dark night.
In one long and dark night, it starts
over again.
Screening with: True Noon

Director: Ananya Chatterjee Chakraborti
This film stresses the difference between
women who migrate and join the sex
trade and women who are trafficked into
the sex trade Interpol estimates human
trafficking of women and young girls to be
a $1 billion global industry that continues
to grow year after year. It is a trade that
feeds on the miseries of the world’s poor,
and the ravages wrought by death and
destruction.

April 13, 8:45pm

Screening with:
Bella Block

2009 - 94 min - Argentina/Germany

Director: Nicolas Entel

West Coast Premiere

War (Uerra)		

Director: Paolo Sassanelli
April 14, 5:15pm						
Set in Italy in summer of 1946, this delightful
comedy revolves around a father and his
			

three sons, who take dad's war stories a little
too much to heart.
Paolo hopes to receive his pension from
the trade unions. Luigi reminds him of his
Fascist past. Their discussion becomes
heated when Paolo loses at cards again. His
little boy Antonio faces father’s humiliation in
silence and finds a way to help him.
Screening with: Wine's Rocks

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2009 - 16 min - Italy

April 10, 4:45pm

2011
Waterdrop			

2009 - 8 min - Mexico/Poland

Directors: Rigoberto Rodriguez Gaytan
& Szymon Kluz
Deep in the mountains of the Sierra
Madre in Mexico, in a tiny village, the
last living representatives of the tribe
Mixteco have theirs houses. The film
tells the story of two boys who overcome inaccessible mountain areas, to
provide water for the rest of the family
members.

We don't care about music...anyway

Directors: Cedric Dupire
& Gaspard Kuentz
April 9, 3:40pm					

Where r u? (T OU?)

2010 - 4 min - France

Director: Jean-Francois Duval

Director: Lilian Rosado Gonzalez
April 9, 2:50pm					

Screening as part of:
World of Animation

White Trash Blues 		

2011 - 4min - Finland

Director: Steve Gatlin
A down on his luck rock and roller
sets to relax in his favorite comfy chair
on the front porch of his old house.
But once the music starts his wildest
dreams come true, one girl at a time.
Could this really be happening? Or
does he just have the 'White Trash
Blues?'
Screening as part of:
Marin Filmmakers

WikiRebels
WikiLeaks has become world famous in
record time after having made the biggest
disclosure of classified information in history. There has been a dramatic increase in
the amount of information available to the
world about everything from torture in the
war in Iraq to the shady business dealings
of Icelandic bankers. Who are the people
behind WikiLeaks and how did they get
where they are today?
Screening with: Telefone

Wine's Rocks (Rupi Del Vino)

Why Do You Have a Beard?

Director: Paul O Donoghue
April 11, 7pm							
Inspired by an airport security question
bordering on the farcical, this short
presents the rich ethnic diversity of
humanity as animated faces from
one culture to the next. Although the
film has no linear narrative, it has a
simple straightforward message. We
are not all the same, we are different,
and that is a good thing.

April 10, 3:20pm

Win/Win
Director: Jaap van Heusden
Ivan's innocent game of secretly sticking yellow
notes with stock tips all over the big investment
bank is over. Senior trader Stef catches him
red-handed and pulls him out of the stuffy research department into the buzz of the dealing
room. To Ivan the market is a big game. He is
a true number cruncher and 'surfs the waves of
the stock market' like a natural trader. In spite of
his unprecedented success Ivan has to get out.
Before it's too late.

April 12, 9:15pm

2010 - 6min - Ireland

April 9, 2:50pm

2010 - 83min - Netherlands

April 10, 7:35pm

Screening with: Civilization
2009 - 54 min - Italy

Without Country

April 10, 4:45pm Bay Model, Sausalito		 Director: Theo Rigby
With intimate access and striking imagery,
April 13, 8:15pm Playhouse Theatre				

"There are five reasons for drinking: a
friend's arrival, the excellence of the wine,
present and future thirst, and whatever
else you care to add". Ermanno Olmi has
returned to documentary filmmaking and
makes a journey through valleys, living
rocks and the culture of the Valtellina
hillsides.

2010 - 84min - Spain

Screening as part of: World of Animation
2010 - 75 min - Sweden

Director: Bosse Lindquist

April 12, 4:45pm

Where the Smell of the Sea Doesn't Reach

They’re losers and they don’t know it,
that’s why they cling to a hope that’s
always on the move and will never
wait for them. Hatred and loneliness,
let-downs and disproportionate loves,
animals of uncertainty and desperation. Whose dreams come true lately
anyway?
Screening with: First Aid

Lost? Not sure which way
to go? Placid’s got just the
technology you need (screen,
cameras, etc.) to put you on
the right track.

Screening with: War

2009 - 80min - Japan

Northern California
Premiere

A documentary film associating and
confronting the work of 8 musicians from
Tokyo’s new music scene with
the Japanese society.
The film gives a dual view of Tokyo’s
present reality: the bright show-window
of the consumption society versus the
disturbing reality it is in fact hiding.
Screening as part of: Me Neither

Screening with: David & Kamal

Director: Ermanno Olmi

2011

10th Tiburon International Film Festival

Without Country explores one family’s experience as they are separated by deportation.
After a passionate fight to keep the family
together, Sam and Elida are deported and
take Dulce with them back to Guatemala.
With intimate access and striking imagery,
Without Country explores the complexities of
the Mejia's new reality of a separated family-parents without their children, and children
without their parents.
Screening as part of: Focus on Immigration

Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

2010 - 19min - USA/Guatemala

April 10, 11:25am

2011

2011

10th Tiburon International Film Festival

Without Wings 		

2010 - 3 min - Canada

Director: Jo Meuris
A celebration of the human body in motion.
The feats of athleticism performed by
the dancers, traceurs, and acrobats as
they run, jump, leap, soar, flip, and spin
through the movements of dance, Parkour,
free-running, tricking, and martial arts
acrobatics were painstakingly recreated by
hand and woven together in a symphony
of animated figures.
Screening as part of:
World of Animation

These Amazing Shadows

Zero		

		

April 9, 2:50pm					
Director:  Pawel Borowski
April 10, 11:25am						
Love and hate, cheaters and the cheated,
				

What does Casablanca, Blazing Saddles and
West Side Story have in common? Besides
being popular, they have also been deemed
“culturally, historically or aesthetically significant”
by the Library of Congress and listed on
The National Film Registry. These Amazing
Shadows tells the history and importance of
the Registry, a roll call of American cinema
treasures that reflects the diversity of both film,
and indeed the American experience itself.
Screening with: Meanwhile...

April 13, 8:45pm
April 14, 7pm

violence and sex, topped with surprising secrets discovered during bizarre 24
hours. Nameless characters go about their
everyday routines in a stream of seemingly
detached events. But when every decision
has its observable consequences, strangers become connected and their lives
changed irreversibly. And all of this starts
with a simple phone call.

Tunnelvision (Tunnelvisie)
Northern
Director:  Stefano Odoardi
California Premiere
April 10, 3:45pm					
2011 - 88min - USA

Directors: Paul Mariano & Kurt Norton

2009 - 110 min - Poland

Mira works as a falconer on a rubbish
dump. With her birds of prey she is
responsible to take care of the inconvenience caused by gulls. When the body
of a little baby is found in the dirt, the rubbish dump workers soon have reason to
suspect that Mira knows more about it.

2010 - 50 min - Netherlands

Northern
California Premiere
April 11, 7:10pm		

Screening with:
10 Years to Nashville

SPECIAL PROGRAMS
MARIN FILMMAKERS Monday, April 11, 2011
7pm
				
Playhouse Theater, Tiburon CA
Featured Films:			
				

Positive Negatives, Piano Ringer,
White Trash Blues & Birth: A Human Rights Issue

WORLD OF ANIMATION Saturday, April 9, 2011
2:50pm
				
Playhouse Theater, Tiburon CA
Featured Films:			
				
				

Babel, Why Do You Have a Beard?, Beyond-ism, Pixels,
Where r u?, Rubika, The Inventor,The Lighthouse,
Without Wings, Muzorama, Heart & Logorama

GERMAN SHORTS
				

Saturday, April 9, 2011
1:45pm
Playhouse Theater, Tiburon CA

Featured Films:			
				

Smoke Gets In Your Eyes, Lights, Driving Elodie,
Run Granny Run!, Paled Twice, Mistress, Sunny & Roswith

Venue Addresses:

Playhouse Theater, 40 Main Street, Tiburon CA
Bay Model, 2100 Bridgeway, Sausalito CA

			

* Most films will be screened @ Playhouse Theater unless noted.

TICKETS ON SALE NOW!

Call 415.789.8854 or visit www.TiburonFilmFestival.com
www.TiburonFilmFestival.com

